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Quality wins, sincerity weighs.
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> COMPANY NAME   : Qingdao Haozhiyue Airbag  Co., LTD

> PRESIDENT            :   Mike Cui

> ESTABLISHMENT   :  2006

> EMPLOYEES          : 100

> CAPITAL                 : USD 68,00,000

> ADDRESS               : Beian Industrial Park, Jimo, Qingdao, Shandong, China   

        :0086-532-87576138                   :0086-532-87501761          

        : ashely@qdhaozhiyue.com;  haoyueairbag@hotmail.com            

        : 0086-13210815936        
> MAIN PRODUCT:Rubber airbag for ship launching/landing/salvage/lifting;
Pneumatic rubber fender;EVA foam filled fender;PVC yacht fender etc.

       



2、ABOUT US 
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Professopmal Manufacturing Company Which You Can Trust On: 
Qingdao Haozhiyue Co.,Ltd, located in Jimo Qingdao city,China. 15km away from Qingdao airport, 
30km away from Qingdao port. Started from 1992,Jimo Haoyue Airbag Factory is subsidiary company 
of Qingdao Haozhiyue Airbag Co.,Ltd. 2012 Jimo Haoyue Airbag Manufacture registered the company 
of Qingdao Haozhiyue Airbag CO.,Ltd, which own the independent right of import and export to satisfy 
the need of foreign customers.

Our company is a professional manufacturer of ship launching/landing rubber airbags and marine  
fenders(include pneumatic rubber fender,PVC fender,EVA foam filled fender,cylinder rubber fender). 
We have over 20 years of experience in producing marine equipment, and have a good reputation in 
this field. Our products have won praises from customers worldwide. 

Quality and Safety: 
We have implemented a strict and complete quality control system, which ensures that each product 
can meet the quality requirements of customers. Besides, all of our products have been strictly 
inspected before shipment. Our products have attained ISO9001:2000 and CCS certifications(we 
produce and test according to ISO 17357 and ISO14409:2011(E)). the quality guaranty period is 2 
years and life-span is 6-10 years

Your Success, Our Glory: 
Our aim is to help customers realize their goals. We are making great efforts to achieve this win-win 
situation and sincerely welcome you to join us. 
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 4、THE MAIN PRODUCTS
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5、Product of Marine Rubber Airbag---Ship launching/landing
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High pressure rubber airbag is widely used in ship launching and  landing, 
lifting large heavy things,moving things,salvage ship and wooden case, 
stranding rescue etc. It has the advantages of working saving,force saving, 
time saving,money saving,machine relaxing,satety,reliability etc. Using 
airbag  to launch and land a ship overcome the aggect of smaill and 
medium size ship factory mend and make a ship when it is restricted by the 
process of rolling board and rolling way.Qingdao Haozhiyue have many 
years' experiences and accumulating,we have the fairly mature processing 
way, we firstly use the method of wrapping and mixing processing,make the 
airbag have good air tightness, great strength,,we get worldwide application 
and good views.



Product of Marine Rubber Airbag---Salvage
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Salvage floating rubber airbag is widely used in the field of maritime 
salvage and floating,such as rescue stranded vessels or sunk ships.Due to 
the maritime salvage engineering with a sudden and strong timeline,if 
salvage company uses conventional methods,such as lifting,it is often 
subject to large hoisting equipment or take high cost, using airbag assistant 
process,however is convenient and quick in accomplishing the work of 
salvage and rescuing.



 Specifications of the Rubber Airbag 
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  Manufacture Process of Rubber Airbag
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  Application Case of Rubber Airbag
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  6、Product of Pneumatic Rubber Fender
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Pneumatic rubber fender is the advanced anti-collision device for marine 
application the world today,It uses compressed air as medium to absorb the 
impact energy when ship to ship contact(STS) and ship to berthing(STB). 
Comparing with tradintional bumper style rubber fender, it has the following 
advantages:more energy absorbtion,less reverse impact on ships,less weight, 
easy installation,softer and economical,etc.So, pneumatic rubber fenders are 
widely used by large tankers,PG vessels,ocean platforms, large docks, harbor 
and wharves.



Specifications of the Pneumatic Rubber Fender
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Manufacture Process of Pneumatic Rubber Fender
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Application Case of Pneumatic Rubber Fender
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7、EVA Foam Filled Fender
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EVA foam filled fender is a new kind of synthetic polymer whose performance has 
both advantages of plastic and rubber,the high strength of plastic and good elasticity 
of rubber.
The characteristics are:
High wear resistance , excellent oil resistance,high mechanical strength, Its tensile 
intension and tear strength and burden capability are high.
Excellent tolerance of acid,alkali,low temperance and organic solvent.
High mental-bonding performance,wide hardness range.
The main character is the function of floating,not affected by the tide.
All colours can be made.
Solid and light,easy move and install.
The react force is dramatic when compressed 60%,and high absorbing energy.



Specifications of the EVA Foam Filled Fender
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  Picture of EVA Foam Filled Fender
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 8、PVC Yachat Fender 
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Pneumatic yacht fender is a kind of marine supply that can protect the 
yacht from the harm of berthing. Recently, as the development of yacht 
industry, this kind of fender is widely used in yacht, speed boat, dock and 
floating platform etc.
It is sealed container that made of high quality PVC raw material. The 
product can float on the water surface after it is filled with compressed 
air. It is an important cushion as between yacht and yacht, yacht and 
berth. At the same time, pneumatic yacht fender can absorb a lot of 
impact energy of the movement of the ship, it can also reduce the recoil 
force of the ship to greatly improve the safety of yacht berthing.



  Picturers of  PVC Yachit Fender
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9、Company Appearance  
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1.Workshop Area     :3088M²
2.Total  Area   :9800M²
  

> Qingdao Factory 



10、Advanced Equipments 
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 Pressure Test (Pneumatic/EVA fender)  
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THANKS 
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Welcome to Qingdao China!Welcome to Qingdao China!
Welcome to visit our company!Welcome to visit our company!

                   

                    Qingdao Haozhiyue Airbag Co.,Ltd.
           Beian Industrial Park, Jimo, Qingdao City, Shandong, China
                           Email: ashely@qdhaozhiyue.com
                              Tel:       0086-532-87576138
                              Fax:      0086-532-87501761
                              Mobile:  0086-13210815936
                                 Skype:ashely_sunshine
                              Web: www.qdhaozhiyue.com
                                        


